
FOR YOUR WARM HOME FROM 

THE POWER OF THE SUN

Interest in a warm home from the 

power of the sun?

Visit our website or give us a call. 

We would be happy to advise you.



WHY SOLAR HEAT?

Who does not love to enjoy a warm 

home and a hot bath after a hard day? 

And that is solely produced by the 

power of the sun. Completely 

environmentally friendly and CO2  free. 

365 days a year.

Save energy and preserve the 

environment

Sounds great? This is a matter of course 

for owners of a solar system. The free 

energy of the sun is converted into 

climate-neutral heat by our state-of-

the-art solar systems. This not only 

protects your wallet, but also the 

environment. And become a hero of 

heat along the way.

THAT‘S WHY AKOTEC!

ENVIRONMENTLY FRIENDLY AND ECONOMICAL

The sun does not send an invoice. With the heat from a solar system 

from AKOTEC, you not only protect the environment, but also your 

wallet.

GREEN SOLAR HEAT WITH A 20-YEAR GUARANTEE

AKOTEC products are characterized by their unique performance 

and highest quality. Our solar systems have a yield duration of more 

than 25 years and that with a 20-year guarantee

Our products are self-developed and are 100% made in Germany. 

Our experienced team designs and produces our high-performance 

systems for you at the production site in Angermünde.

OUR UNIQUE ABILITY MEANS:
SAFE HEAT

Whether large or small system: The heat pipe 

tubes of our solar systems have an integrated 

overheating protection. The tubes simply switch 

off when no more heat is required. So you can 

always enjoy the sun carefree and safely.

YOU WANT THAT CERTAIN SOMETHING?

Your solar system fits in well with the look of 

your house or can be optically staged. 

Diagonally, on the facade or in the middle of 

the meadow. Thanks to the flexible installation 

options for our collectors, almost any idea can 

be turned into reality.

NICE EXTRAS

AKOTEC solar systems can do more than just 

support your heating. With resource-saving 

water heating, you can heat up the hot water 

for your dishwasher and washing machine in an 

environmentally friendly way. This not only 

saves energy, but also money.


